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ABSTRACT
A pair of 8" Class 900 raised face flanges was analyzed with a Pikotek gasket to confinn ~ts strength
characteristics at 3000 psi working pressure and 4500 psi test pressure. The model was tIlree-
dimensional, including a IS-degree segment spanning from the center of a bolt hole to midway between
two bolt holes. The hub was modeled as a 45-degree sloped cone, the most severe design pennitted. The
stresses were. high~st .at the uun~ture of the conica~ hub. and the cyli~drical pipe wall. Str~ses w~re within
ASME pennltted limits, as$Ummg a flange matenal \\1th 17,500 pSI allo~ble stress. Flanges WIth a

more gradual hub taper wo Id have lower stresses. I ~ i .I /-'"'-
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BACKGROUND
The purpose of this analysis is to confirm the adequacy of standard NPS 8 Class 900 rai.Jed face flanges,
when used with Pikotek vts gaskets, to operate at a pressure of 3000 ps~. I

Calculations have been using the methods of the AS?\.1E Code, Section VIII, and all ~~ were found to
be acceptable provided that excessive bolt preload is not used. However, since the ASM:ft: equations are
based on simplifying assumptions and relatively thin sections, it was felt that a finite-element model
should be used to confirm the results. Since the AS?\.1E flange design ruler do not providt guidance for
stresses at test pressure, those results are presented for interest only. :

The SAP computer analysis system, originally developed at the University of Californiat d later revised
for PC use, was used for the analysis. This program is well known and has a good histo of use in
analysis of components for! a variety of services. The particular version UFd ("SAP386" is marketed by
Structural Analysis, Inc. of Austin, TX. 1.1 "

Since this flange has 12 bolt holes separated by 30 degrees, it was desided to model a 15~egree sector of
the flanges and gaskets, from the center of a bolt hole to a point midway between two bolt holes. By
constraining the nodes in these planes to remain in the plane, this allows bs to take advabtage of the cyclic
symmetry of the flange and reduces the modeling effort. i ~The circular bolt holes were modeled using an octagon having tile same area as the ac circle. The
bolts were modeled by using truss elements connecting the nodes at the o\Jter faces of the flange and at the
comers of the octagon. The trusses on the cutting plane were assigned a cross-sectional equal to one-
sixteenth of the stress area of the bolts. The other three truss elements had an area equallto one-eighth of
the bolt stress area. Thus, the total area of the truss elements equals one-half the stress area of a bolt.

Bolt preload was achieved by giving the bolt a stress-free temperature of 83.77 degrees F! The preload
temperature was detennined by running a load case with preload only, and adjusting the temperature to
achieve the correct bolt total preload force. I r-.,

This same "preload temperature" was then used in the cases which also included inte~ pressure.
Pressure on the flange faces was assumed to act out to the outside diameter of the larger Seal groove in the
gasket. That is, it was assumed that the inner seal leaks for the purpose of the analysis, ih order that the
forces would be on the conservative side. I

MODEL CHARACTERISTICS
The flanges themselves were modeled using three-dimensional eight-noded "brick" elem~nts. These
elements in SAP are isoparametric elements with three displacement degrees of freedom ~t each node.

The upper flange, gasket, ~nd lower flange are separate models, connected by short (O.OO~ inch) truss
elements. These truss elements, since they are aligned with the flange bore, permit the flbge face and
gasket to slide on one ano~er, but transmit force between them. This isJecessary beca* SAP does not have a "gap" or surface contact element type. I

On each load case, the mo<Jel was initially run with all surface no<les on e flange conn1ed to the
gasket. After the first run, it was observed that the inner row of trusses were in tension, tWch means that
the surfaces are trying to separate. Therefore the inner ring of trusses was removed betw~n the gasket
and the flanges. On the subsequent run, all trusses were in compression. !
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In the second load case, an! additional ring of truss elements was released Isince the faces
~ re trying to

~parate ~er out. Agai } after releasing these elements, the remainin~ gasket -to-flan e trusses were all
m compression. ,

The gasket model includedllayers of material having the same properties k the insulatin material on the
Pikotek gasket, with an i~er layer having the properties of the stainless .Jteel used by p' otek. The detail
of the seal grooves was left! out since this model was relatively coarse and it was not felt t the grooves
and the seal within them uld differ significantly from a solid plastic la er.

A ring of nodes was locat at the outside diameter of the outer seal ring n the gasket, t the
pressure could be applied t the surfaces of the gasket and flange out to t seal point.

The geometry of the model is shown in the front portion of the illustratio section of thi report (figures 1
through 4). These plots sh~w the node and element numbers. There are total of 964 n es on the
model. The total number ~fnodes was 1248, since in addition to the nodes on the mode, there are an
additional plane of nodes ~allel to the IS-degree cutting plane which participate in bo dary elements
holding the IS-degree cuttipg plane in place. The zero-degree plane is constrained by re oving the x
degree of freedom from all ~odes in that plane. (The e~1ra nodes are not shown on the pI t for clarity).

LOAD CASE$
The first load case was for the preload only. This case was run in order td put the proper

~ ount of

interference between the ~ts, flange, and ~ket. As mentioned above, the interference achieved by

using an elevated temperatUre as the stress-free temperature of the truss elements represe ting the bolts.

In the second and third~, the model was c0nstrained at the lower end fthe pipe by fi 'ng that plane
in the z, or axial, direction.' The upper end had a uniform tension applied over the cut su ace to simulate
the tension from a closed-e~d pipe, as though the pipe were capped. Inte pressure applied to the
flange bore and the inner' rtion of the flange and gasket faces, out to the 00 of the oute seal. The bolts
for these cases were given e same 83.77 degree stress-free temperature.

This analysis at 3000 psi is more conservative than an ASME flange cal lation since th bolt loading is
the actual loading that wou d occur if the flange were made up to the correct preload. Th , the bolts
carry not only the pressure, Gad, but an additional force due to the actual gasket reaction hich is the
result of the flange defonruttion under pressure.. l

RESULTS
Results of the analysis are ~hown numerically.in Attachment A. The stresses at the surf1

~ of the model

were found by linearizing t~e stress components through the section, ~ .nc the stress outp t provides
element center, rather ~ lsurface stress. This method is commonly in ASME S on VIII Division
2 calculations to find mem~rane plus bending stress intensity. "",",'"

As can be seen in Attachm4nt A, the three stresses that are calculated in ASME calculati os were found
and compared to their AS~ stress limits, based on a 17,500 psi allowabl stress (typical of carbon steel).
The stresses that were used I were at the worst part of the model, rather th all being take at the
intersection of the hub and ~e flange back face. Therefore, the hub axial ess of 21,89 psi does not
occur adjacent to the worst Iflange tangential s~ress of 11,521 psi. So, wh eas in an AS calculation
these stresses are averaged ~nd compared to t..e maximum allowable stres , it was felt t this averaging
was not applicable to this ~nite-element analysis.

for the hub ~~st::~S (loSS) Si:te!thiS stress is a
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Results are shown pictorial~ beginning in figure 5. Figures 5 through 7 s~ow the preloa

t or gasket seating, condition. Figures 18 through 14 show the stresses at 3000 psi. Fi~e 15 shows e yon Mises

stresses at 4500 psi test pre$sure., i

The von Mises stress conto~ plots show high peak stresses at the edge~f e bolt hole~ w ere the truss

load is put in) and at the j*cture of the pipe and conical hub. This is wh the hub bendi g stress was

evaluated at the hub-pipej~cture. The apparent high load at the edge of e hole is action of the way
the bolt loading is applied i point loads at the edge of the hole, rather distributed 0 er the face of a
nut.

The plots of the loading on ~e gasket show that the loading is concentrat toward the 0 tside diameter
of the gasket as would be e~cted. There is very little circumferential .ation in loadi g, with the
loading in line with the bol~ being virtually identical to the loading midw y between bol .

Stresses in the flange at t~ ; pressure are within acceptable values. As a r erence, the A ME Code
Section vm Division 2 pe °ts membrane stress intensity at test pressure 0 reach 90% 0 the yield
strength, and membrane pI bending stress intensity, 135% of the yield ength.

This flange is acceptable for use at a working pressure of 3000 psi when ~ Pikotek VCS ' gasket is used. The use of a more conventiqnal flange hub would reduce the stresses even er. There.s no discernable

variation of gasket loading ~ound the gasket circumference.
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Flange Stress Linearization

IFla_nge 
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SIZE 8 CLASS 900 PIKOTEK FL~NGE:X,10,-~0



==i
Kilion MisE's tress Cont ur Leve\s Tor L ad Case 1

35000 l1li 32500 l1li 300 0 ;;;; 27500 ~ 00 l1li
I ~~~:: l1li ~~::0 :: ~;~ 0 :: ~~::0 :: ~ 00 ~

Ma al-=-~35516 .03 at Node 193 M i ~ a \ = 7::::::.3013 at Noc~e 9~ L Esc JTor' Me'rlu

SIZE 8 ICLB_~$ 900 P I KOTEK FLANGE: ~ ,~@, 100

(J,..e / OP d



~ Hi8 i gMa- Z 8 ress Contour' Le'l.le 1 s f'or' L ad C.9,se
25~ -1000 --5010 --2000 --3 00 -

.5000 -2-.;-- -6500 ..-800 --9500 --1 000 -
~ 12500 --14000 l1li -155 0 --17000 ~ -1 50~1

Max -~-'= 8766. E, 72 ~tNod 696 ~in .9,1 = -:323'39.62 a Noc~e 45 [Esc ]f'or' Me't-,u

...,

SIZE $ CLASS 9001 P_!KOJEK FLANGE ~ X, 90 , 0

h;f. " J f/rl lop d
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3
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..'
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~ ! '~,tort M i ses ~3t.t-'ess Dev i at ion Corltout-. Leve \ s or Load (~ase. 1
I

~700 l1li 7150 l1li 66 l1li 6050 l1li 5500 l1li
IA 95 ~ 441~~ ~

38 ~ - 3.j~~ ~~ ~7~~ ~r ~ ~~ -=-- v ~ ~~I~ ~ ~ I ~~ ~

~200 l1li 1650 l1li 110 ~ 550 l1li 0
Max ~= 7655.138 at Noc.e 277 Mirl a\= 3.662-03 at Node 114 irE~.-Jf'ot-. MenL~

1-+

~, ,
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! f <"[):~/: 

::-'..
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:-1I H--:"
11 8igMa-X 8 regs Conto r Le'\)e1.s Tor L ad Cs.se

32000 ..28500 l1li 25 ~ 21500 l1li 1 000 l1li
14500' 110~0 ~ 750 l1li 4000 ~ 5 0 ~
3000 ! -6500 l1li -100 0 ~ -13500 ~ -1 000

Max ~\= 29188.10 at Nod 208 t11n a\=-16783.52 a Node 12 CEscJTor'_~enu

SIZE 8 I CLASS ~~@..lP I KOTEK FLANGE:_~!)0, 100

e/~CH wHr~f,q.,f/2
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-1 H-
13000

5500
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~1a.x a. \ = 11:

SigMa -Y' S ress Conto r Le'\le'), S Tor L ad (:s.se

1150~ l1li 100 0 ~ 850~ III; 7 00 l1li
4000 ~ 250 l1li 100~ ~ -5 0 ~
3500 l1li -500 iiII -6500 ~ -8 00

831.56 at Node 42 M in V \ = -7E.65. 272 at ode 855 [Esc JTor' Me'rlL~

SJJJ;_~jCLASS 900 PIKOTEK FLANGE:~,10, 100

r;~. 13.





-1 ~iI..}or, t-1 i $.es .tr'e.ss Corl 'Ut-' Le\...e l s for oad Case il
42000 -:39000 -36 ,0 -:3300@ -3 @00 -
270~i~i 24000 l1li 21 '10 l1li 18~100 ~ 1 00~1 ~
12"0 -9000 -60, -3000 ~ 0

Ma>{ a l = 42658.27 a,t. Nod 193 M it-. \}a l = 530.5925 a Node: C Esc~Jf.or' MenlJ

~'

t\~F'S 8 CLASS 90b P IKOTEK JLAtiGE AT 4500 F,k I TES;T: ~ ,!let, 100


